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I own a little Pomeranian named Femi who is 4 years of age now. Our day starts by pampering her
and ends by taking the whole mischievous activities she had given to us on that entire day. So the
whole day is in her name. Before buying her, we gone through the general information containing a
pamphlet about the Pomeranian species and the most attractive line in that was Pomeranian dogs
are great family pets. When Femi came to our house she becomes close to us in such a way that
it's really difficult to leave her alone in the house when we go to work.

Most attractive features of this breed are its adorable face, thick and long outer coat and long bushy
tail. This smart and sturdy dog has wedge-shaped face and dark almond shaped eyes. Though our
Femi is a cream colored dog, this species is available in various colors, such as black, white,
orange, red, and in certain other combinations. One of the interesting facts about Pom is that even if
it is in a large family, it will follow, obey and will be close to only a single member. That means, it will
play with all but will be loyal with a single companion only. If you are that lucky companion, then try
to cherish the love of your Pom, because it is something very precious. The dog will follow you
wherever you go and have got the ability to know your emotions. And it will act according to that.
That means if you have any ailments then it will sit beside you till you get up from the bed. Pom
became one of the most popular pet since Queen Victoria made it as her favorite lap dog.

These little dogs are very smart and they learn things easily. A consistently trained Pom can be a
good watch dog who will bark at anything when he feels it is out of the ordinary. If you have a Pom
in your house, then make sure that you actually discipline it when it does something bad or else it
will continue doing it. Even they try to please their owners by learning certain tricks very easily. Just
like giving shake hands, they even try few dancing steps on certain music's. They sometimes listen
and enjoy some piece of music, but will start barking if they don't like it. Moreover, we should give
ample attention to their feeding habits. As these dogs are small in size they require frequent
feeding. If they don't eat enough food, then there develops a condition called hypoglycemia. A few
other health issues commonly seen in this species are eye problems, dislocated kneecaps, tooth
loss and molting. However, a healthy Pom can live as long as 15 years.

Just like mushroom sprouts everywhere, today dog beauty parlors became very common and are
doing business for huge amounts. In beauty parlors they offer styling and grooming services. They
also provide nail, ear and spa treatments, other than beatifying your Pom with styling hair clips.
They even provide makeup facilities for those puppies who are participating in dog shows. It's really
interesting to watch dog shows in home HD TV channels provided by service providers like Verizon
FiOS TV. Dog shows help us to know more about different breeds of dogs and their special
features. Meanwhile, the fundamental purpose of dog shows is to facilitate the estimation of
breeding stock for use in engendering the next generations. In dog shows, the prize for toy dog
category will be mostly given to Pomeranian breed on the back of their full of life behavior and
enthusiasm. So if you want a perfect companion, who got extreme intelligence and adorable
attitude, you will never have a more perfect choice in your life than a precious Pom!
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Ann is a freelancer and likes to write about different breeds of dogs and their special features. She
watches programs related to pets in her home digital TV powered by a Verizon FiOS TV.
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